GIVE YOUR
BUSINESS THE
ADVANTAGE OF
100% UPTIME
AU S T R A L I A ’ S O N LY FAU L T
TOLERAN T DATA CEN T RES

AUSTRALIA'S ONLY
NETWORK OF
TIER IV CERTIFIED
DATA CENTRES
Leading from the front to accelerate business, acquire new customers,
and maintain strong customer loyalty requires focus on removing the
distance between your data, applications, customers, and staff.
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WHY TIER IV
DATA CENTRE
CERTIFICATION
IS IMPORTANT
ALL COLOCATION DATA CENTRES
SHOULD CARRY THIRD-PARTY
VERIFICATION OF THEIR QUALITY
OF SERVICE CLAIMS.
In the data centre world, the primary measure in
assessing the resilience of digital infrastructure
providers is certification from the internationally
recognised body, Uptime Institute. Uptime owns the
trademark rights to the official “Tier” system which
has been the global standard for rating the quality
of facility design, construction, and operations for
25 years.
This gruelling third-party assessment, certification
and continual audit framework is the global industry
benchmark. It rates buildings on a scale of Tier I
to Tier IV (not to be confused with Tier 1 to Tier 4)
with the latter (Tier IV) being the highest possible
independent certification available in the world today
for data centres.
Uptime also provides operational certification
covering the people and processes required to match
the quality of the facility. Tier IV Gold Operational
Sustainability certification includes everything from
training for personnel to real-time environment
monitoring, metrics, and reporting.
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Tier IV certification
verifies a level of
fault tolerance that
ensures the failure of
equipment does not
impede the delivery
of services. It means
there are plant,
equipment, and
processes in place
to counter every
conceivable failure
scenario.
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WHEN IT COMES TO EVALUATING DATA
CENTRE SERVICES, MAKE SURE YOU ASK
QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT STANDARDS THEY
OPERATE TO AND WHO VERIFIES THAT
THEY DO SO. IT IS A CRITICAL COMPONENT
OF THE RESILIENCE CONVERSATION.
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UPTIME TIER IV
Uptime Tier IV certification is the peak of the tier classification system created by Uptime Institute.
NEXTDC’s certifications in operational sustainability and fault tolerant data centre design (Tier IV)
demonstrates the independent verification of our facilities’ ability to withstand individual equipment
failures or distribution path interruptions and maintain IT operations.
The main feature of Tier IV certification is Fault Tolerance, where multiple on paths to simultaneously
serve the critical environment. Tier IV also provides continuous cooling, as well as fire segregation and
leak containment between all N+1 paths and critical equipment.
Ensuring exceptional resilience of your critical IT infrastrucutre comes down to achieving all of these
requirements. Individual equipment failures or distribution path interruptions caused by unexpected or
planned events, will not impact IT operations inside a Tier IV data centre.
NEXTDC’s second-generation data centres represent the evolution of our vision in market leading
design and engineering best practice. From the Tier III certified standard of our first-generation of our
data centres, to the global best practise standard of Tier IV. All four of our second-generation data
centres have achieved Tier IV certification, which will be supported throughout their lifetime by Uptime’s
Gold standard for operational sustainability.

Our data centres form the digital
infrastructure plaftorm that support
the new digital society. They have to
meet the highest reliability standards
for power, connectivity and security.
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THE SOLUTION
In order to successfully achieve the
level of superior fault tolerance that

Where many Tier IV designs rely on a significant

Uptime mandates for Tier IV data

increase in redundant infrastructure to achieve Tier

centres, NEXTDC approach this from

IV status for fault tolerance, NEXTDC’s facilities only

two different angles:

required an additional RUPS unit (+1) to be added
to the total number of units required to support the

the addition of differential
fault protection and isolation
transformers added to the
design of the electrical system

electrical system in each facility (N). As a result,
if an electrical fault develops on any part of the
system, that part is very quickly isolated — and in
the case of fire, contained — meaning that although
the amount of systems supporting the load has
been reduced from N+1 to N, the rest of the system

the complete fire‑segregation

remains unaffected. That ‘rest of the system’ (i.e.

of each power string.

the remaining N capacity) automatically ramps up,
ensuring continuous availability of power throughout
the data centre without interruption.
One of the crucial factors in achieving fault
tolerance is cooling. With recent advances in cooling
technology, NEXTDC have developed a simplified
and highly segregated cooling system solution,
which is fault tolerant and meets each data centre’s
cooling requirements.

In addition to our cooling system
technology playing a crucial role
in achieving fault tolerance, they
help to ensure our data centres
are cooled in the most sustainable,
and power efficient way possible.
This in turn contributes to a lower
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE)
rating, a critical measurment
that indicates the overall energy
efficiency of the facility.
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THE OUTCOME

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

incorporating an N+N or 2N+1 design, was

Tier III

generally only economically viable for large

Concurrently Maintainable

The cost of constructing a Tier IV data centre

data-dependent organisations such as banks.
As NEXTDC are committed to delivering

A Tier III data centre requires no shutdowns

the best competitive value, the potential

for equipment replacement and maintenance.

increase in reliability did not justify the

A redundant delivery path for power and

substantial additional investment required.

cooling is added to the redundant critical
components of Tier II so that each and

However, with the combination of

every component needed to support the IT

cutting‑edge technologies with the innovative

processing environment can be shut down and

engineering and design work carried out by

maintained without impact on the IT operation.

the NEXTDC engineering team, we built our
second‑generation facilities to Tier IV fault
tolerance standards at almost the same cost
as a Tier III facility.
The result of this means having exceptional
levels of reliability and resilience is now
an economically viable option for ANY
Australian business looking to minimise the
risk associated with our reliance on data
by maximising uptime and lower financial
overheads caused by outages.

Tier IV
Fault Tolerance
Tier IV site infrastructure builds on Tier III,
adding the concept of Fault Tolerance to the
site infrastructure topology. Fault Tolerance
means that when individual equipment failures
or distribution path interruptions occur, the
effects of the events are stopped short of the
IT operations.
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TIER IV ADVANTAGES
ELIMINATE RISK

COST EFFICIENT

Insulate your organisation from
risks and financial overheads
associated with downtime.
NEXTDC’s facilities offer the
highest level of redundancy
and fault tolerance – meaning
guaranteed uptime of your
most critical infrastructure and
availability of your data.

Our mission is delivering
customers the best competitive
value, always. Our new generation
facilities are delivered at the same
cost per MW and supported
under one national contract
nationwide.

SCALABLE
FLEXIBLE
Every business is different and
with the landscape changing so
rapidly, it’s important our data
centres are built with flexibility
in mind. Whether you need a
bespoke data centre solution,
scale your existing service,
select or switch up service/cloud
providers or simply determine the
right connectivity between your
data centres, locations, clouds
and serviced – we’ll help build a
solution that suits your needs
now and the years to come.

Our business was built to
grow as yours does. Whether
your critical infrastructure is
housed in one NEXTDC facility,
or across multiple, you have
the ability to scale your data
centre service as and when
you need to. Regardless of your
location(s) you have full access
to the one national ecosystem
of carriers, service providers,
cloud platforms and vendors. As
your infrastructure grows in-line
with your customer and business
demands, our ecosystem will be
there to support and compliment
you every step of the way.

For 10 years NEXTDC have helped customers
interconnect their critical digital infrastructure and
networks. Helping them each new markets, engage
more customers and build business resilience to
support their long-term growth plans.
To find out how NEXTDC can help your business
embrace change and build resilience as you continue
to lead your transformation agenda, contact us on
13 NEXT or visit www.nextdc.com/contact.
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